
CNC Track Design “Talladega Tips” 

Talladega Tip #1.  Real race tracks typically do not have “lanes” separated by a white hash, as found on 
Carrera track, (the exceptions being most city circuits or oval tracks). 
 

 

Many of us first raced slot cars on Aurora Model Motoring “lock and joiner” track, (above).  Thus, we 

have a fondness or at least nostalgic acceptance for lane markers on plastic slot car track. 

         Centerline Length of 
Turn Series Name  Carrera P/N Centerline Radius, (mm) 30 degree Segment, (mm) 

1 Standard, (half) 20577 (30 deg)  300   157.0 
2 Outer  20572 (30 deg)  500   261.8 
3 Grand  20573 (30 deg)  700   366.5 
4 Honk’n  20578 (15 deg)  900   471.2 
 

 
A 20571 Carrera 60 degree 1-series “Standard” turn, commonly found in boxed sets.  Carrera is the 
widest track with greatest lane spacing.  The inside lane on a Standard turn has a 250 mm radius, which 
is as tight as I would ever put in a layout 
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Talladega Tip #2.  Most real road race tracks have elevated curbing on the inside of turns, with red/white striping 
to FIA standards.  Curbing (or is that Kerbing) can be located on the far side of a turn at the edge of the straight as 
well. 
 

 

Chrysler LMP at Donnington, above.  Photos courtesy of FCA Photographic. 

 

Talladega Tip #3.  Guard rails should be used in moderation, and at a distance from the racing line. 
Scalextric guard rail clips can be installed ‘backwards’, so they do not show trackside.  Installing the clips 
just inboard of the guard rail ends allows the guard rails to be butted close, for a continuous look.  The 
clips could then be attached to your table top with double sided tape, or tacked/screwed in place. 
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Talladega Tip #4.  Fencing “posts” can be damaging to cars and should be located outside of barrier 
walls.  SCX makes a tough blue/white tire wall which can be anchored to your layout with #8 flat head 
counter sunk screws. 
 

 
Detail of SCX #88100 tire wall barrier attached with #8 flat head counter sunk screws.  Cyclone fencing 
can be made from fiberglass screen stretched between 1/8” tube screen fence posts (slipped over 
finishing nails) with truck camper tape barrier wall to soften the blows from de-slotted cars.  “Sand” run 
off area is textured fabric over green felt which is easy on tumbling cars.  Photographer figure is from 
SCX #88320.  
 

Talladega Tip #5.  To fit a track layout into a rectangular space, and keep recommendation #2 (below) 
may require that the main straight be angled.  This will make for a more interesting looking layout too. 
 

Track Layout Recommendations 
 
1. Keep straight sections as long as possible. 
2. The entrance of each turn should be in the opposite direction from the last. 
3. Use an equal number of right and left hand turns of each radii. 
4. Create increasing radius turns that feed onto long straights. 
5. Make each turn or series of turns on the layout unique. 
6. Make a modified version of a figure 8 to equalize lane lengths, (providing recommendation #3 is 

met). 
7. Use larger radii turns whenever possible and group tight turns together. 
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Talladega Tip #6.  Slot car layouts that are supposed to be scale models of real race tracks usually stink! 
 

Talladega Tip #7.  Don’t wrap the layout around you, it makes for blind spots.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A good way to avoid blind spots is to create a straight border for the Drivers to stand along.  The L-
shaped table (graphic) was modified to the dark edged profile.  This allows Driver A to have a line of 
sight to the far right end of the track.  If Driver B is allowed to step closer to the edge of the original L-
shaped table, his fat belly will block the view of Driver A.  ‘C’ or ‘U’ shaped tables are the worst for this, 
so avoid standing in the locations noted with a red X.  Even then, the table must be kept low so that 
edge borders (if used) do not block the line of sight of the Drivers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Driver A 

Driver B 

Driver Positions 

Preferred Driver Positions  

X 

Avoid Standing Here  X 

X 

X X X 

X 

X X 

Table must be kept low for line of sight. 

Recommended table shape for “L” 

layout. 
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Talladega Tip #8.  A constant radius turn made from grand or honk’n radii segments should not be used 
for more than 120 degrees.  Otherwise the car on the inside lane will have a faster route, taking away 
from the side-by-side racing factor.  The exception to this rule is a bank turn, which I usually build as a 
constant radius.  Why?  Because the speed differential through a banked turn is reduced, and a big 
grand radii bank turn looks cool! 
 
 
Talladega Tip #9.  A bank turn without skid aprons is far more challenging!  It therefore must be driven 
at the proper speed with less margin for error. 
 
 
Talladega Tip #10.  A 90 degree or less constant radius turn made from standard radii segment(s) is a 
guaranteed crash point.  This is especially true if there is a decent length straight before the turn.  In the 
heat of a race, it is difficult to control one’s desire to catch-up.  The result is a missed break point. 
 

 
A limited edition Revell/Monogram 1963 Jim Hall Corvette leads Ken Miles in a MRRC Team Shelby 
Cobra through 30 degrees of a 3-series turn.  (Left Image above.)  Looks simple, gentle, and easy to 
negotiate…don’t believe it!  A kink like this is a guaranteed crash point, no matter what radius it is built 
from, especially after a generous length of straight track. 

 
A much better alternative to a single 30 degree change in direction is this fast chicane made up of 3 and 
4 series turns.  (Right Image above.)  It still results in a 30 degree change in direction, but your brain will 
assess this as a difficult turn sequence and force your finger to lift momentarily from the throttle trigger, 
(especially if it is your car at risk).  Don’t ask me how this works, but it just does!  A couple of 2000 
LeMans Prototypes, Scalextric Cadillac being led by a Spirit Chrysler, blaze through it.  Note that most of 
the FIA striping on the borders has been painted black, including the start/end pieces.  Too much striped 
border will make your layout look like the Circus was in town, and have a strobe effect on your eyes.  
You can see I need another coat of paint or two to hide the original yellow Chevron on the outer 
borders. 
 

 

Talladega Tip #11.  Use grand or honk’n radii segments for the entrance and exit turns of switch backs or chicanes 

whenever possible. 
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At CNC Track Design, we can build very large radius bends which can be driven at or near WOT, 

(Reverence Image from Talladega Tip #3.)  As a matter of fact, we can design anything that will fit in 

your hobby cave!  As a kid, I always wanted to build Aurora HO layouts with the largest radius curves 

possible.  Now CNC Track Design can design anything you can imagine, with variable lane spacing to 

boot!  I have some extremely large radius bends on my layout... 

 

This is typical of a CNC Track Design where you can’t tell where the “straight” transitions into the turn because it 

has been mathematically smoothed into a variable bend radius.  Your slot cars will drive/behave more like real cars! 
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Talladega Tip #12.  Sight through chicane, switch back and ess turns to determine the racing line, and 
apply FIA borders accordingly.  Match the left and right-side border lengths for aesthetic purposes when 
possible. 
 

 

There is a bit of art in positioning colored vs. blacked-out inner and outer skid aprons. You need to look 

at each turn and say to yourself, “How would Parnelli Jones take this turn or sequence?”.  The Parnelli 

(15 car entering turn) racing line is straight over the curbs, (solid arrow), to get where the Donahue 

Camaro resides.  “Wrapping” FIA curbs around both inner and outer edges of the track is typically not 

necessary or realistic of real racing circuits.  However, the first 1 series turn is bordered on both sides to 

discourage the sand run off area short-cut (dashed red arrow).  The leading straight has an inner border 

to discourage a short cut (dashed gold arrow), and the exit straight has a border in line with the racing 

line as well.  
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Talladega Tip #13.  Racers are superstitious! 
 

 

Talladega Tip #14.  The terminal track should be as far from turns as possible, preferably in the middle of 
a long straight.  Fish tailing cars exiting a turn, especially a hairpin turn, can hit the raised terminal pad 
and de-slot. 
    
Carrera Terminal Track Wire Color Code Diagram 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Talladega Tip #15. You may not want to put a jumper track exactly equidistant from the terminal track if 
the added current contributes to fish tailing as cars exit from a hairpin turn, or makes a tight grouping of 
turns more difficult to drive due to increased wheel spin. 
 
 
Talladega Tip #16.  You need a good finger trigger controller.  It is your only connection to the car.  I 
recall a study done in the late 1960’s whence it was found that the pointer (or trigger) finger was twice 
as fast achieving WOT position as the thumb.   
 
I prefer a Professor Motor PMTR2110 “Low Voltage” controller, which can be ordered for a particular 
voltage bias.  I would recommend 9 VDC +/- 1.5 VDC for 1/32 scale non-magnetic braided layouts. 
 

Trackside 

Direction 

Terminal 

Lane 

Controller 
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Opposite 

Lane 

Controller 
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Power 
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Talladega Tip #17.  Cliff “Super Genius” Kratzet recommends that the controller resistance measure 5 
times the resistance of the car’s motor. 
 

 
 
The silver knob on a Professor Motor controller is to tune the “sensitivity”.  This is typically done by 
setting the car of choice on the track, pulling the trigger until the wiper contacts the first (low speed) 
segment, and rotating the silver knob until the car starts to move.  This will give you the most range of 
motion with the trigger (throttle).  If you want a faster response, then rotate the silver trigger further.  
Often times the racing is so heated and competitive, you have to drive the car “like you stole it”.  That is 
when taking some sensitivity away helps.  However, remember the old saying… “To finish first, you first 
must finish!”.  It is usually better to race 9/10ths and still be around at the end for a podium finish than to 
try and “kill” it and crash early. 
 
The red knob is for brake.  Cars with poor braking you’ll want the knob to max brake to get some effect.  
Other cars with high torque motors you may want to tune it down to 8 or 9ths of max brake to avoid 
getting the car sliding as you enter a turn. 
 
 
Talladega Tip #18.  Most Ohm ratings on resistor (Parma) controllers are wrong!  Most 1/32 scale cars 
work best with 25 ohm controllers.  The tolerance (ohm range) on the old ceramic core with windings 
are horribly poor.  The “modern” solid state controllers (such as Professor Motor) are far superior. 
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Talladega Tip #19.  You don’t have to keep track of laps to know who is kicking your butt on the race 
track! 
 

Talladega Tip #20.  Recording lap times is a great asset and aid to car testing. 
 

 

Making any sort of recommendation for software related items is a bad idea.  However, if you put a gun 

to my head and made me name one track timing/lap counting system, I would have to mention 

Trackmate.  It is used by many of the tracks in the Detroit MI area, so many of the guys in our 55 person 

club can quickly set up events and display race results.  Image above courtesy of Home Racing World. 

 
Talladega Tip #21.  Leave some room in or around your slot car layout for structures found at a typical 
real race track. 
 

• Pit Road 

• Flag Stand 

• Victory Circle 

• Grandstands 

• Garages 

• Fueling Station 

• Scoring Tower 

• Media & Medical Centers 

• Pedestrian Overpasses or Infield Access Tunnels 

• Campgrounds and RV Parking 
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Talladega Tip #22.  There are typically 10 support people at the race track for each car.  They are going 
to be in the pit area during the race.  Their focus is going to be on watching the car from the War 
Wagon, and having tires and gas ready for the next pit stop. 
 

 

Rolling the car between the various tech inspection areas is always a trying time for the crew. 

 
Talladega Tip #23.  Have some people doing things, rather than just standing around or seated watching 
the race.  Ten thousand people on cell phones would be appropriate. 
 

Talladega Tip #24.  Fences are to keep people out of certain areas.  At every fence opening, there are 
multiple guards to check credentials. 
 

 
Can you believe this security guard is giving me a hard time?  Something about Henry “Smokey” Yunick 
doesn’t match the name on my Driver’s license. 
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Talladega Tip #25.  Extreme care must be taken to avoid getting WD-40 on the painted surface of the 
car!  I have experience with this, trust me.  If you even think you got some WD-40 on your hands, wash 
them before handling your cars.  WD-40 will take the striping/lettering off the body and stock tires! 
Same goes for Simple Green, 409, purple ZEP, or any other aggressive cleaner.  It will also “pit” chrome 

plated plastic parts over time. 

 

Pitted chrome on rear wheel of a Ninco Cobra from cleaning tires with 50:1 purple ZEP. 

 

Talladega Tip #26.  If you add a bar magnet to the underside of your car, you should shoot for at least 
0.025” clearance (air gap) between it and the track.  Layouts with elevation change or proud rails may 
require greater clearance to avoid the magnet contacting the steel rails/braid and shorting the track!  
Same goes for lead sheet applied to the underside of a car. 
 

 

About the only way to get most front motor/prop shaft driven cars to drive on a track with non-

magnetic braid is to load them up with lead.  This Monogram Grand Sport Corvette has two different 

thickness of lead on its underside.  Sheet lead in a variety of thickness is available from Professor Motor, 

Cloverleaf Racing, and other hobby outlets. 
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Talladega Tip #27.  A clear inspection block can be made more useful by drilling hole(s) for measuring 
magnet air gap or lead sheet ground clearance with the tail stock of a micrometer.  See image below.  
However, Drilling plexi-glass requires special care not to overheat the material!  Drill a short depth, then 
let the drill cool before continuing to proceed.  Drilling a small pilot hole is a good idea, but step your 
way through the material.  I blew-out a chunk of material while getting too aggressive with a 3/8” drill 
bit, and had to go oversize on the middle hole to clean up the rough edge. 
 

 
A Carrera Mustang with mid-mounted magnet utilizes the first inspection hole for checking magnet to 
track clearance.  I chipped the plexi-glass while drilling the middle hole, and had to go oversize for clean-
up. 
 

 
While on the subject of inspection blocks, it is a good time to mention that adding a piece of tape at the 
end of the groove will help keep a car from rolling off as you are admiring your work.  Yup, I rolled this 
freshly painted and decaled Datsun 240 off the inspection block and onto the floor as I was showing the 
finished result to my Wife.  Broke the rear spoiler off.  Car is made from a 1/32 Lindberg body mounted 
to a Scalextric MG chassis. 
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Talladega Tip #28.  The best handling cars have 2/3 of the total weight on the rear tires. 
 

 
Vehicle rear weight determination:  Pop the guide shoe loose and insert a rivet into the pivot hole.  Level 
the car with wood blocks/shims, and make sure the front tires are not touching the scale.  The rivet 
should be perfectly vertical, the car perfectly horizontal. 
 

 

Talladega Tip #29.  Always start out racing your absolute best car when invited over to someone else’s 
house.  Demoralize them right away, and you will have them beat the rest of the night. 
 
 My Racing Checklist, (#1 be a good Sportsman and gracious Loser)! 

• Have a plan before each race event or heat. 
o Meaning, if you have a good car, try to get the jump at the start and get ahead of the 

field to avoid being taken out by a reckless Racer. 
o If you know your car is not the best in your heat, try to stay close to the Leader and 

shadow them.  Often times the pressure causes them to crash. 

• Know what you have to do to advance to the next round of heats. 
o If you have a decent lead after two heats, don’t push it.  Accept a 2nd place if you are in a 

lane that you struggle with.  You don’t have to win every heat to advance to the next 
round. 

• Don’t put yourself in a bad situation, and expect a good outcome. 
o For example, don’t try to pass an adjacent lane car when you have the outside lane. 

• Have fun, don’t get too worked up.  Try to relax and breath. 
 

 

Talladega Tip #30.  Some motor commutator cleaners or fluids like “Reedy in a Can, Power Spray” will 
discolor plastic track surface and possibly even the paint on your CNC routed track! 


